SNBTS staff invite participation

Volunteer Reads about Study & Discusses it

Participant Completes Consent Form & OMR form

Blood Taken, Visible Marker attached to Filter

Bloods & Filters Transferred to SNBTS P&T labs, tested

Study Bloods & Filters Transferred to WTCRF by SNBTS

Samples Received & Paired up by WTCRF

Study ref ID no assigned to forms, consents checked & filed

Process Filter to DNA and Blood to Plasma

Measure DNA Quantity and Quality (QC)

OMR forms scanned into Datastore

Future Biochem. Data from Plasma

Future Genotype Data from DNA

Phenotype Datastore

Genotype Datastore

LIMS Datastore

Analytical Middleware

Sample Management Analyses

Research Outputs

Reports

SNBTS Barcode attached to blood tube for plasma

SNBTS barcode added to paired forms in donor session

Link to SNBTS barcode broken after 28 days